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Abstract. To obtain accurate predictive models in medicine, it is necessary to 

use complete relevant information about the patient. We propose an approach for 

extracting temporary expressions from unlabeled natural language texts. This ap-

proach can be used for the first analysis of the corpus, for data labeling as the 

first stage, or for obtaining linguistic constructions that can be used for a rule-

based approach to retrieve information. Our method includes the sequential use 

of several machine learning and natural language processing methods: classifica-

tion of sentences, the transformation of word bag frequencies, clustering of sen-

tences with time expressions, classification of new data into clusters and con-

struction of sentence profiles using feature importances. With this method, we 

derive the list of the most frequent time expressions and extract events and/or 

time events for 9801 sentences of anamnesis in Russian. The proposed approach 

is independent of the corpus language and can be used for other tasks, for exam-

ple, extracting an experiencer of a disease.  

Keywords: Time Expression Recognition, Natural Language Processing, Cor-

pus Labeling, Clinical Text Mining, Machine Learning. 

1 Introduction 

Since hospitals began to use medical information systems, a large amount of data has 

accumulated in electronic form. Most often, information is stored in the form of an 

electronic medical record (EMR), which relates to a particular patient. Data can be 

stored in a structured form (tables with lab results), in semi-structured (filled fields in 

some form, for example, an operation protocol) and unstructured (free texts in natural 

language). Structured data usually requires a little processing and can be easily used to 

model medical and healthcare processes. In semi-structured data, it is necessary to ex-

tract features from natural language texts. However, the researcher has an idea about 

the topic or even the structure of the content in a field of the completed form and can 

extract features using regular expressions or linguistic patterns [1]. To work with un-

structured data, it is necessary to use many methods and tools to find out specific facts 

about the patient. 

The purpose of this study is to develop methods for extracting time expressions and 

related events. At the same time, the proposed methods should work with an unlabeled 

or minimally labeled input text corpus. 
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Processing of medical texts includes tasks which are often encountered for other 

texts: morphological and syntactical analysis, negation detection, temporal processing, 

etc. But there are specific tasks such as recovering family history from free texts [2]. 

The problem of time expression recognition relates to information retrieval from un-

structured texts. Two approaches can be used to extract information [2]. The first ap-

proach includes rule-based methods. In this case, the necessary information is searched 

using regular expressions or linguistic patterns which are known in advance or are col-

lected iteratively during multiple scanning of the text corpus [3, 4].  

The second approach is based on machine learning methods. This approach does not 

require manually searching for the necessary constructions in the texts or building a 

knowledge base for each new corpus. The developed models are trained and detect 

patterns in the data automatically. However, for the training of any model, a labeled 

corpus is required [5]. However, for the Russian language, there is almost no labeled 

corpus of medical texts [6]. In [7, 8] only 120 EMRs were labeled for a specific hospital 

unit. State-of-the-art models for clinical temporal relation extraction are trained on 

thousands of labeled sentences [9]. Since we can not to mark up a sufficient amount of 

data to use the above methods, we try to develop methods for detecting time expressions 

and events using only 1k sentences, which are labelled as containing and not containing 

a time expression (TE). 

The tasks of recognizing time expressions and extracting events can be solved sim-

ultaneously or in parallel using different models. The second one is called the clinical 

temporal relation extraction task. In this case, researchers usually train deep neural net-

works using a labeled corpus, which consists of sentences where events and temporal 

expressions are defined in advance [9, 10]. In this paper, we do not have an aim to 

extract both the event and the time expressions. However, Section 3 includes examples 

when the event is found with the timestamp using our approach. 

In 2019, we started developing an application to process medical texts. Fig. 1 shows 

seven modules of this application. We have already developed modules for basic text 

processing (extracting abbreviations, searching for numerical data, lemmatisation, if 

necessary), correcting typos in texts [11], detection and removing negations [12], and 

topic segmentation of texts. Currently, two modules are being developed for determin-

ing the experiencer of a disease and a module for determining events with a timestamp 

[13]. This paper is about mining temporal data using machine learning. In the future, 

we planned to run these modules sequentially and automatically retrieve a set of pa-

tient’s features. This application can be helpful for hospital staff as a navigation system 

in medical history because it allows quickly to find out what and when occurred with 

the patient in the past. Also, the application can be useful for scientists to build more 

accurate predictive models. As far as we know, there is no other application or system 

for the Russian language that could process the text with above-mentioned methods. 

Existing libraries and modules are trained with general Russian corpus and do not work 

accurately enough for medical texts [14, 15]. 
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Fig. 1. An application for processing and extracting from medical texts. The green modules are 

finished and can be used [11, 12]. Pink modules are being developed now, and dotted ones will 

be created in the future. 

2 Method 

This section describes which and in what order machine learning methods are used to 

extract common expressions, including temporal ones. Fig. 2 shows the general scheme 

of the method with the flow of data and trained models between stages. 

First, it is necessary to divide the data corpus into three groups, each of which is 

represented by a set of sentences. A group 𝑋 consists of the smallest number of sen-

tences and its size is defined by researchers so that they can label sentences in this group 

without spending too much time. A group 𝑌 contains a larger number of sentences and 

its size is limited by available computing power since 𝑋 +  𝑌 groups are used for clus-

tering, in which a distance matrix is usually calculated (depends on the method). All 

remaining sentences form a group 𝑍.  

2.1 Manual labeling of the group X 

The sentences of group 𝑋 must be labeled as having and not having a time expression 

(TE and noTE). The temporal expression refers to any expression that indicates a period 

or a specific moment in time. According to the TimeML annotation system, temporal 
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expressions can be divided into five classes: date (in 2010), time (at 4 pm), duration 

(over the past 10 years), recurring events (once a month) and others [16]. Using this 

classification, we label sentences with the first three classes. Other classes of expres-

sions were rare in our corpus. Besides, in [14] there is more specific for the Russian 

language classification of temporal expressions, of which we also used only a few clas-

ses for markup. At this stage of the method, the researchers determine what temporal 

structures which are important and necessary for their corpus (see Fig. 2(1)). 

 

Fig. 2. Scheme of the method for obtaining common expressions. 

2.2 Classifier to label the group Y 

At this stage, it is necessary to select a classification model, train and test it with the 

labeled group 𝑋. The classification model helps to mark up an additional set of sen-

tences (the group 𝑌) without additional time. We use bag of words to present sentences 

for the classifier, but other representations are applied here (word embeddings, TF-IDF 

vectors, etc.). After training and testing, it is necessary to pay attention to sentences that 
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turn out to be false negative or false positive after testing. There may be sentences in-

correctly marked manually. As a result of this stage, we have 𝑪𝑻𝑬 classifier and joined 

labeled groups 𝑋 and 𝑌 (see Fig. 2(2,3)). 

2.3 Frequency transformations 

At stage (4) and (5), it is necessary to collect a bag of words with n-grams, if this has 

not been done before. The number 𝑛 depends on the language of the corpus. The Rus-

sian language is characterized by long temporal expressions with compound preposi-

tions, so we recommend using 𝑛 =  4. Next, the transformer 𝑻 is trained to obtain the 

term frequency (TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF). The transformer 𝑻 remem-

bers IDF of the training set and can be used later with new data. TF-IDF transformation 

helps to reduce the weight of frequent and non-specific words and words, which are 

rare and found in a small number of documents (see Fig. 2(4)). After calculating TF-

IDF vectors and obtaining 𝑋𝑡𝑌𝑡, we compare the frequencies of sets with and without 

temporal constructions (𝑆𝑇𝐸  and 𝑆𝑛𝑜𝑇𝐸 : 𝑋𝑡 ∪ 𝑌𝑡  =  𝑆𝑇𝐸  ∪ 𝑆𝑛𝑜𝑇𝐸). We assume that us-

ing frequencies of the 𝑆𝑛𝑜𝑇𝐸  will reduce the weights of words that are not related to 

time, but also frequent in documents of 𝑆𝑇𝐸  (medical terms in our case). We simply 

subtract from each TF-ID vector the average vector of all TF-ID vectors from SnoTE and 

zero the negative components for 𝑆𝑇𝐸 . At the end, the function with this subtraction is 

saved in the transformer 𝑭 and transformed vectors are called 𝑋𝑡𝑓𝑌𝑡𝑓  (see Fig. 2(5)). 

2.4 Clustering and clusters’ classifier 

Obtained at the previous stage vectors are used for clustering. We assume that similar 

sentences can join in one cluster. Then, using the obtained clusters, another classifier is 

trained, and new sentences of the group 𝑍 are appended to the clusters. If the initial 

corpus is small and the group 𝑍 was not collected, then we can skip stages (7) and (8) 

(see Fig. 2). At the stage (8) all above mentioned trained models are used. 

2.5 Expression retrieval from sentence profile 

At the next stages of the method, we try to find the expressions inside the sentence that 

characterize it and determine its membership in the cluster. Using the classifier from 

the stage (7), we obtain feature importances for each cluster and summarize them for 

all components of the considered sentence. We propose using the classification one-vs-

all strategy and tree-based models (decision trees, random forest, tree boosting) as basic 

classifiers. Such models make it easy to obtain feature importances. If the basic models 

are not interpretable, then model-agnostic interpretation methods  can be used [17]. As 

a result, the sum vector is called a sentence profile and includes the groups of conse-

quent words with positive importance (expressions). We can also adjust the threshold 

for more stringent selection of expressions. The resulting expressions are grouped by 

their syntax structure to define the most common ones (see Fig. 2 (9)-(10)). 
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3 Results 

In this research, we used a set of anonymized 3434 EMRs of patients with the acute 

coronary syndrome (ACS) who admitted to Almazov National Medical Research Cen-

tre (Almazov Centre) during 2010-2015. Disease anamneses are one of the most un-

structured records (free text without any tags; each physician writes as he/she prefers), 

and therefore we used them to demonstrate our approach. Totally, there are 34241 sen-

tences in the set. 

We divide the data set into 1k sentences (group 𝑋), 3k sentences (group 𝑌) and the 

rest (group 𝑍). We spent only 20 minutes to mark the group 𝑋. To label the group 𝑌 

with TE/noTE, we train a decision tree (F1 score equals 0.95). Before TF-IDF 

transformation, enumerated temporal pointers were replaced by tags: years (2002, 1993 

-> "#year"), months (January -> "#month"), dates (01/23/2010 -> "#fulldate"), etc. This 

helps not to divide temporal pointers to several components of the vector when forming 

a bag of words. Fig. 3 shows the difference in the average TF-IDF values for a set with 

and without TEs, as well as the top 10 words with positive and negative differences. 

Specific components to a set with TE are much greater than zero and are associated 

with temporal pointers (“year”, “#year”, “#month”). The typical words for a set without 

TE are much less than zero. These words are associated with negations of diseases 

(“not”), patient’s well-being (“normal”, “satisfactory”), medications (“take”) or a 

general description of the patient’s condition (“disease”, “chronic”, “age” ). These 

topics are usually not accompanied by temporal pointers. 

 

Fig. 3. The difference of average TF-IDF vectors for sets of sentences with TEs and without ones. 

Hierarchical clustering is used to divide sentences with TEs. However, we perform 

clustering three times to divide large clusters into smaller ones. After the first cluster-

ing, 13 groups are identified so that 11 small ones include sentences with an almost 

identical structure. We suppose that the doctors of Almazov Centre used almost the 

same formulations when they write about an exact disease. For example, one of the 

clusters consists of almost identical phrases: "in #month #year, the patient had coronary 

angiography, no pathology." Large clusters gather unique sentences. Fig. 4 shows the 
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cluster identified after the first clustering and shows the thresholds with which the big 

clusters were then divided. As a result, 1145 sentences with TEs are divided into 23 

clusters ranging in size from 14 to 237. 

 

Fig. 4. Multiple hierarchy clustering of TF-IDF vectors (sentences) with TE. 

Then, to divide the group 𝑍 into clusters, classifiers of tree boosting were trained 

using the classification one-vs-all strategy (F1 score varies from 0.83 to 0.96), and pro-

files were calculated for each sentence as described in Section 2.5. Fig. 5–7 show the 

profiles of sentences and defined groups of TF-IDF values. In Fig. 5 a simple sentence 

has two groups: temporal one ("#year year") and one with the event ("appear pressing 

pain behind the sternum"). In Fig. 6 we show the profile of a compound sentence, which 

should be divided into three simpler sentences. The event and TE of the first part were 

extracted: "treatment in the neurology department", "emergency treatment", and "in 

#year". Fig. 7 depicts an unsuccessful example of separation into expressions since the 

event and time remain in the same group.  

 

Fig. 5. A sentence profile for “In 2007 pressing pain behind the sternum and generalized weak-

ness appeared” (the word order in x-labels is defined by Russian). 
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Fig. 6. A sentence profile for “In 2012 [the patient] was under treatment in the department of 

neurology where emergency treatment [because of] atrial tachycardia  was done, after surgical 

treatment [the recover] was smooth, until the autumn of 2013 [the patient] did not notice neurol-

ogy [problems]” (the word order in x-labels is defined by Russian). 

 

Fig. 7. A sentence profile for “Last paroxysm [of] atrial fibrillation (AF) [was] in March of 2008”. 

Table 1 contains the most frequent time expressions derived from sentence profiles. 

Almost all time expressions contain time tags (“#year”, “#fulldate”, etc.). However, 

there is a group in which time adverbs are contained. In addition to grouping by tags, 

we use morphological constructions obtained with the TreeTagger [18, 19]. The com-

bination of morphological constructions and numerical regular expressions can be used 

to find temporal expressions in new sentences. Also, for each type of time expression, 
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we will specify a normalization function to define the exact date or period of the event 

[20, 21]. 

Table 1. The most popular time expressions among 9801 sentences with TE. 

Time expres-
sion 

Treetagger construction 
for Russian 

Examples in Rus-
sian 

Examples in Eng-
lish 

Num-
ber 

in #year years Sp-l Mc---d Ncmsnnl в 1983 году in 1983 1827 

from #year 
years 

Sp-l Mc---d Ncmpgn с 45 лет from 45 years 
[old] 

1428 

#fulldate Mc---d 4.03.2008 4.03.2008, 
16.04.10 

1030 

about #num-
ber years 

Sp-g Mc--g Ncmpgn около 3-ёх лет about 3 years 1030 

in #month 
#year years 

Sp-l Ncmsln Mc---d 
Ncmsgn 

в апреле 2010 
года 

In April 2010 
[years] 

930 

#year years Mc---d Ncmsgn 2009 года 2009 [years] 830 

adverb R неоднократно, 
после, около, 
вплоть, вновь, 
впервые, затем 

repeatedly, after, 
about, until, again, 
for the first time, 
then 

830 

#year Mc---d 2008 2008  565 

#number 
years 

Mc---d Ncmpgn 10 лет 10 years 565 

about #num-
ber years ago 

Sp-l Mc---d Ncmpgn R около 10 лет 
назад 

about 10 years ago 266 

#number-
#number 

Mc---d 35-40, 2006-2009 35-40, 2006-2009 232 

during #num-
ber 

Sp-l Ncnsln Mc---d в течение 5 during 5 199 

from 
#fulldate to 
#fulldate 

Sp-l Mc---d Sp-l Mc---
d 

с 2.03.2010 по 
5.04.2010 

from 2.03.2010 to 
5.04.2010 

133 

from 
#fulldata 

Sp-l Mc---d от 07.05.09 from 07.05.09  100 

#season 
#year year 

Ncfsin Mc---d Ncmsgn весной 2010 года spring 2010 [year] 100 

#time Mc---d 10:30, 23-00 10:30, 23-00 66 

 

Table 2 and Table 3 show the example of patient anamnesis with defined expressions 

in Russian and English. The anamnesis consists of seven sentences and includes differ-

ent types of time expressions: years, dates, periods, a start of a period, repeated actions, 

etc. This example shows how complex a free clinical text can be: many abbreviations 

and partially written words, grammatical and syntax mistakes, compound sentences. 

However, time expressions are found in five sentences and events in four sentences. 

We hope that the recovery of syntax structure and abbreviations can help to improve 

the quality of extracted expressions. 
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Table 2. The example of anamnesis with extracted expressions in Russian. 

Anamnesis in Russian 

[Перенёс] 2 [Инфаркта миокарда: 2001] и [2006г]. 

Сегодня повторно вызвал бригаду [СМП,] которой был [доставлен в НИИ Кардиоло-
гии] для решения вопроса об имплантации ЭКС. 
Считает себя больным в течение [20 лет,] когда впервые стал отмечает начало подъёма 
[АД до 190\110 мм.рт.ст.,] [адаптирован] к [цифрам АД 140\80 мм.рт.ст]. 
[03.10.10] вызывал СМП, однако в транспортировке в стационар больному было отка-
зано. 
[С 2001г появились давящие] загрудинные [боли,] возникающие [при физической 
нагрузке] выше [обычной,] купирующиеся после её прекращения [в течение 5-7] минут 

или приёмом нитроглицерина. 
Нынешнее ухудшение началось примерно неделю назад, когда появилось урежение 
[ЧСС] до 34-36  в мин., слабость, [повторные эпизоды потери] сознания. 
Последняя госпитализация [с 17.09.10 по 29.09.10г] [с диагнозом:] ИБС: прогрессиру-
ющая стенокардия ПИКС [2006г]. 

Table 3. The example of anamnesis with extracted expressions in English. 

Anamnesis in English 

[Have] 2 [Myocardial infarction: 2001] and [2006]. 
Today, he again called the [ambulance,] which [delivered to the Cardiology Institute] to re-
solve the issue of implantation of ECS. 
He considers himself sick for [20 years], when he first began to note the beginning of the rise 
[blood pressure to 190\110 mm Hg,] [adapted] to [numbers of blood pressure 140\80 mm Hg]. 
[03.10.10] called the ambulance, but the patient was refused transportation to the hospital. 
[Since 2001 there were pressing] sternal [pains] arising [during physical exertion] above [nor-

mal,] stopping after its cessation [within 5-7] minutes or by taking nitroglycerin. 
The current deterioration began about a week ago, when there was a decrease in [heart rate] 
to 34-36 per minute, weakness, [repeated episodes of loss] of consciousness. 
The last hospitalization [from 17.09.10 to 09.29.10] [with a diagnosis of] IHD: progressive 
angina pectoris PIKS [2006]. 

4 Discussion 

The method described in Section 2 helps to get an idea about the set of texts in a natural 

language quickly.  As a result, the list of final constructions turns out to be quite large 

and contains many unnecessary or incorrectly extracted expressions (see Fig. 7). We 

suppose these actions can help to improve quality of extracted expressions: complex 

sentences need to be divided into simple ones, acronyms and abbreviations of medical 

terms need to be deciphered, and important constructions inside sentences need to be 

found with shallow parsing [22]. However, to solve these problems, a model of syntax 

parsing needs to be trained with a specific medical corpus in Russian. So far, we did 

not find such an open access model. Also, in this paper, we work with anamnesis texts 

that describe the patient’s events in the past. However, other texts in a natural language 

may contain information about future events and to solve this problem we can mark 

sentences as past, future and without TE.  
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In the future, to improve the quality and create more accurate models, we will have 

to mark up the words in sentences, for example, the word can belong to an event, TE, 

or none of this. However, there are many labeling systems: TimeML, BIO, TOMN, etc. 

[10]. We plan to compare what a system is best for our corpus and tasks.  

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a way to work with an unlabeled corpus of texts. This ap-

proach can be used for the first analysis of the corpus, for data labeling as the first stage, 

or for obtaining linguistic constructions that can be used for a rule-based approach to 

retrieve information [3, 4]. The proposed approach is independent of the corpus type 

and can be used for other tasks, for example, extracting an experiencer of disease [13]. 

To solve the problem of TEs and events recognition, we plan to train the model for 

syntax parsing sentences and label the corpus according to one of the known labeling 

systems, using the already obtained expressions [10]. 

When the development of the modules is completed (see Fig. 1), we plan to improve 

the already developed models for predicting diseases [23–25] and integrate the modules 

into the medical system of the Almazov Centre. It will help hospital staff to navigate 

the patient history and allows doctors to reduce the time when they need to get ac-

quainted with patient data during the appointment.  
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